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W

elcome to the Spring Newsletter!

We are now looking forward not only to seeing
the spring flowers emerge through the frosty
ground, but also the 17th UKCEN annual
conference which will be held this year in
Liverpool. We are hoping to welcome you to
the Liverpool Medical Institution on 14th June
for what promises to be an excellent event put
together by the Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen
University Hospitals ethics group. The theme
this year is "Family matters: Making decisions with and for patients". There is a pre-conference
workshop on 13th June which will focus on the use of ethical frameworks to assist committee
members in exploring the issues they are faced with in their various fora. Please remember
that paid up members of UKCEN are eligible to attend the workshop free of charge and also
one member of your committee is able to attend the conference for free. This individual is
usually nominated by your chair. Bursaries are also available to other members and medical
students. Please see more details of how to register for the conference and apply for your free
place on our website.
Conference videos will be uploaded on our website so if you are unable to make it and your
committee has subscribed membership you will still be able to access the plenary sessions via
the member’s area of www.ukcen.net. The website is also packed with other resources to help
support you and your groups.
Other events you may be interested in is the Ethics day at this year’s British Geriatrics Society
meeting in Newcastle on 26th April and an Advanced Moral Decision Making Skills workshop
in Warwick on the 20th and 21st November.
Also remember that each sector of the UK has a designated UKCEN trustee to help support
your Committee and can assist with advice, setting up training and support in applying for
grants and bursaries to run local and sector training events. To find your sector lead please
refer to pages 16-18 or visit: http://www.ukcen.net/committees/regions.
I looking forward to seeing you in Liverpool in June!
Best wishes,
Karen Le Ball, Chair UKCEN
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Editor’s Message

T

he clocks have gone
forward, spring has
arrived and my garden is
suddenly filled with
beautiful early morning
birdsong and
glorious warm
afternoon
sunshine. In the
midst of this
seasonal bliss I
missed the
deadline for this
editorial. No
excuses - I've
known about it
for ages and as is
my custom left it until the
last minute…Just too late
this time as I was left
mentally paralysed (it
sounds far too pompous to
call it writers block…) Not
by the sudden change of

season but by the horrific
events of last week on
Westminster Bridge.
I work at St Thomas’
Hospital. My daily

commute ends with the
short walk from the tube
station across Westminster
Bridge into the Hospital.
I’ve been doing it for years
but I still get that wow 'do I

really work here?’ moment
every time I walk out of the
tube station and see The
Palace of Westminster,
soak in the wonderful river
views and check-in with Big
Ben as to whether
I’m running on
time. It only took
82 seconds for the
horror to unfold
but the instinctive
and immediate
Good Samaritan
response from the
public, hospital
staff and
emergency services helped
restore everyone’s faith in
humanity.

Westminster Bridge is now
covered with flowers in
memory of the dead and
As always feedback, suggestions
or any articles for inclusion in
the next Newsletter by email
either to myself
(franco.moscuzza@gstt.nhs.uk) or
to Louise
(S.L.Hutton@warwick.ac.uk)
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Editor’s Message
injured - my daily
commute will have a
sombre undertone for a
long time to come.
There is plenty of content
in this Newsletter and I
hope you will all find
something to interest you.
As a doctor
who also qualified in the
1980's I was particularly
drawn to Andrew Stanner's
article on 'Why I got into
Medical Ethics'. Perhaps I
was just delighted to read
that I was not the only
medic who appeared to
have had no teaching in
Ethics; not only at Medical
School but also during my
whole postgraduate
training (mine as a
Paediatric Anaesthetist!)

Like Andrew I also
undertook an MA in
Medical Ethics and Law
following my own lightbulb
moment which occurred
during an Anaesthetic
conference.
Although this is something
I often allude to when
lecturing junior doctors on
Ethics there is always an
almost palpable disbelief
that Clinical Ethics COULD
NOT have been taught at
Medical school. The reality
of course should not be
that surprising - it was
findings of the Belmont
report in 1978 and
subsequent publication of
the Principles of
Biomedical Ethics by
Beauchamp & Childress

1979 that signalled the start
of the modern Clinical
Ethics with the paternalism
that Andrew accurately
describes, and which I also
witnessed as a junior
doctor, being replaced by
patient autonomy.
I hope you enjoy!
Franco Moscuzza
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Annual Conference 14 June 2017
Family Matters—Making Decisions with and for Patients
emphasis on topicality and
relevance to clinical practice, and
will be presented in four plenary
lectures complemented by two
sets of facilitated seminars.
Expert speakers and facilitators
will be addressing their topics
from the perspective of families’
and others’ involvement in
decision-making with and for
patients.

T

his year’s conference
organisers are delighted to
be hosting the 2017 annual
conference of the UK Clinical
Ethics Network in Liverpool at the
Liverpool Medical Institution. The
LMI is situated in an
architecturally impressive and
much-regenerated area of
Liverpool facing the Liverpool
Metropolitan Cathedral and next

door to the Stirling Prize-winning
Everyman Theatre.
The theme of the conference has
enabled us to assemble a
programme dealing with issues
that will be of interest to
delegates from diverse
backgrounds with a shared
interest in clinical ethics. Subjects
have been selected with an

The opening lecture will be
delivered by Alex Ruck Keene, a
barrister and academic with a
special interest in mental capacity
law and policy who is the creator
of the website:
www.mentalcapacitylawandpolicy.
org.uk. Under the title, ‘What
place liberty – depriving or
caring?’ Alex will give a very timely
commentary on Deprivation of
Liberty Safeguards and the Law
Commission’s proposal to replace
them with Liberty Protection

To register please visit:
http://ime.datawareonline.co.uk/Event-Booking/
EventId/1024
For further details visit: http://www.ukcen.net/main/
courses_conferences/17th_ukcen_annual_conference_famil
y_matters
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Annual Conference 14 June 2017
Family Matters—Making Decisions with and for Patients
Safeguards.
A second morning lecture will be
delivered by Dr Paul Baines, a
Paediatric Intensivist and Clinical
Ethics Lead for Alder Hey Children’s
NHS Foundation Trust. With an
interest in philosophical
approaches to making decisions for
children, Paul will address the
perennial subject of ethical
challenges that arise as young
people make the transition from
paediatric to adult healthcare
settings.
The morning session will end with a
lecture on the impact on families of
the still recent introduction of
deemed consent to organ donation
in Wales. Dr Leah McLaughlin is
Principal Investigator for the ‘Organ
Donation Study’, and will present
preliminary findings from this major
research project investigating the
thoughts and experiences of
families impacted by this new

approach to consent to organ
donation in Wales.
Seminars in the afternoon will
provide an opportunity to discuss in
more detail some of the topics
addressed in the morning and
others. These sessions will be
facilitated by local experts with
experience in clinical ethics
support, safeguarding, critical care,
HIV medicine, organ donation and
clinically assisted nutrition and
hydration.
After the seminars in the afternoon,
the conference will close with a
joint presentation from two
academics with extensive research
experience in decision-making at
the end of life. Professor Richard
Huxtable and Professor Jenny
Kitzinger will together address the
positioning of the family in court
judgements and clinical practice
when making decisions for the
vegetative or minimally conscious

patient - an area in which case law
and professional guidance
continues to develop.
Delegates are encouraged to book
early (not least, to indicate seminar
preferences) for what we anticipate
will be a fascinating conference in a
location easily accessible from all
parts of the country.

Image: photoeverywhere.co.uk

We will commission high-quality video recordings of the
presentations. These can be accessed by subscribing members at:
http://www.ukcen.net/Members
We would strongly encourage readers to listen to these excellent
talks. See page 9 for further details.
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Annual Conference 14 June 2017
Family Matters—Making Decisions with and for Patients
Liverpool Medical Institution
Time
08.45-09.25
09.25-09.35

Session title
Arrival and registration
Welcome and Introduction

Speaker

09.35-10.25

What place liberty – depriving or
caring?

Mr Alex Ruck Keene
Barrister and Wellcome Trust Research Fellow at King’s
College London

10.25-11.15

Challenges for families and clinicians
when making decisions with children
on the cusp of adulthood

Dr Paul Baines, Paediatric Intensivist & Clinical Ethics
Lead, Alder Hey Children’s NHSFT

11.15-11.35
11.35-12.25

Coffee and poster viewing
Family attitudes to organ donation
following the introduction of
deemed consent in Wales

12.25-13.40
13.10-13.40

Lunch and poster viewing
AGM

Dr Karen Le Ball, Consultant Geriatrician, Chair UKCEN
John Bridson, Clinical Ethicist, RLBUHT,* Conference
Organiser

Dr Leah McLaughlin, Principal Investigator, ‘Organ
Donation Study’, School of Social Sciences, Bangor
University & Wales Kidney Research Unit, Cardiff
University.

Further details are available at:
http://www.ukcen.net/main/courses_conferences/
For Registration please visit:
http://ime.datawareonline.co.uk/Event-Booking/EventId/1024
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Annual Conference 14 June 2017
Family Matters—Making Decisions with and for Patients
Liverpool Medical Institution
Time
13.40-14.25

Session title
Seminar set 1
Criminalisation of HIV
transmission – do we owe it
to the partner?
Dr Mark Lawton
Consultant in Sexual Health
and HIV Medicine, RLBUHT

14.35-15.20

Seminar set 2
Dementia and feeding – are
‘ethics’ and families in sync?
Dr Neil Carmichael Consultant
Geriatrician, Chair RLBUHT
CEC

Speaker
Transitioning medical care:
relinquishing responsibility
for decision-making to your
child
Dr Vicky Thornton
Director of Nursing Studies,
University of Liverpool

Families, ‘futility’ and best
interests in critical care
Dr Lawrence McCrossan
Consultant Intensivist,
RLBUHT

Safeguarding Young People
with Learning Disabilities and
Autism

Is it right to allow families to
override deceased patients’
consent to donate

Mrs Karen Whittle Assistant
Chief Nurse, Safeguarding,
RLBUHT
Mrs Serena Jones
Learning Disabilities Liaison
Nurse, RLBUHT

Paula Rea
Specialist Nurse – Organ
Donation, NHSBT

15.20-15.40
15.40-16.50

Coffee and poster viewing
Making decisions for the vegetative
Prof Richard Huxtable, Centre for Ethics in Medicine,
or minimally conscious patient – the University of Bristol
positioning of the family in court
Prof Jenny Kitzinger, Coma and Disorders of
judgements and clinical practice
Consciousness Research Centre, Cardiff University
16.50-17.10
Poster Award and Closing Remarks
17.10
Finish
*RLBUHT – Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals NHS Trust
There will be a pre-conference dinner on the evening of
the 13 June at 7.30pm at the Liverpool Medical
Institution.
To register for this and the conference please visit:
http://ime.datawareonline.co.uk/Event-Booking/
EventId/1024
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Pre-Conference Workshop - 13th June 1pm-5pm
Clinical Ethics Frameworks
13:00-14:00

Lunch and registration

14:00-15:15

Exploring Ethical Frameworks

15:15-15:30

Refreshment break

15:30-16:30

Facilitated Small group work exploring clinical
scenarios

Representatives of the NHS Highland Clinical
ethics committee

16:30-17:00

Summing up and general group discussion

Dr Robert Peel and Karen Le Ball

17:00

Feedback and close

Dr Robert Peel and Karen Le Ball

Aims of the workshop


To consider the role and position of ethics committees within trust.



To explore different ethical models that can be applied to assist clinical ethical reasoning.

Learning outcomes
By the end of the workshop attendees should be familiar with different ethical models and be able to
apply them to case evaluation within the setting of a clinical ethics committee.

Registration:
http://ime.datawareonline.co.uk/EventBooking/EventId/1025
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Online Video Library & Round Robin
Resource to Subscribed Committees

T

o further extend the benefit of
membership UKCEN are pleased to
announce a new online resource where
you can access commissioned videos of
conference talks and round robins all in
one place at: www.ukcen.net
This resource will be updated as new
videos and round robin summaries are
released.
Access to the Members’ Area on the
UKCEN website is required. This access
is strictly a privilege of *membership.

Access:
 Visit www.ukcen.net
 Click on ‘Members’ (top right hand
corner).

 If you already have a password enter
your username and password.

 If you do not have a password or have
forgotten it please enter the email
address that we send emails
to and click ‘Forgot your
password’. Enter your email
address when prompted.

 You will be emailed
instructions for setting/
resetting your password.

 If you still encounter
problems or are sent back to
the home page on entering
your new password it may be
that your subscription has
not been paid.

 Virtue ethics in clinical practice -

Videos include:

Professor David Jones

 Rights based approaches to ethical
thinking - Dr Carolyn Johnston, Adviser
Medical Law & Ethics, King’s College
London

 'The Human Rights Act and the
reshaping of Health Care Law’ Professor Jonathan Montgomery,
University College London:

 ‘Personal responsibility and health; a
public health perspective’ – Professor
John Coggon, University of
Southampton

 Debate: ‘This house believes that
‘Physician assisted suicide should be
legalised’ - For: Dr Alexandra Mullock,
Lecturer, University of Manchester and
Against: Professor Rob George,
Consultant Palliative Care Medicine, St
Christopher’s Hospice

 The Francis Report –
an ethical standard for
health service
managers - Dr Anne
Slowther

 The 6Cs: Towards
establishing
compassionate care
and courageous
leadership in the NHS Professor Laura
Serrant

 Intelligent kindness: Reforming the
culture of health care - John Ballatt

UKCEN will be commissioning videos for
this year’s conference talks. Please
refer to the conference programme on
page 6.

Round Robins:















Electronic patient boards
Consultation procedure
Filming
Terms of Reference
Cancer Registry
Ethical frameworks: Rationing care
Family sperm donation
Pandemic flu
Stored cells
Dementia screening
Dementia identifiers
Recording of minutes
Cases for education
Confidentiality agreements

*Available to members of CECs with paid
UKCEN subscription for the previous year
and new affiliates to UKCEN. For further
details regarding attribution of benefits
please visit: http://www.ukcen.net/
uploads/docs/
home/2017_01_20_UKCEN_benefit_accr
ual.pdf

If we receive your subscription payment before 31st March 2017 your
committee will benefit from:
A free conference place (worth up to £90)
Free spaces at the pre-conference workshop (worth up to £30 each)
The opportunity to apply for an educational grant of up to £500
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How I Got Into Medical Ethics

I

qualified in medicine in 1983, and

Bristol just before the inquiry into

articulate my argument. As a senior

can’t remember being taught any

preventable deaths of children undergoing

registrar in Yorkshire, I heard Tony Bland’s

medical ethics as a student! Of course, as a

cardiac surgery. My consultant at the time

doctor, Jim Howe, talk at an educational

junior doctor I was surrounded by ethical

alluded to problems with cardiac surgery,

session. Tony had recently died as a result

issues, but I didn’t have the necessary

but no more was said. Of course, I now

of withdrawal of enteral feeding that was

language or understanding to recognise

know that Stephen Bolsin famously blew

necessary after he was crushed in the

and conceptualise just what these issues

the whistle in Bristol, and this lead to the

Hillsborough tragedy. I found the session

were. So when as a house officer I saw my

Kennedy Inquiry. In the same job, I argued

complicated, and once again found it

consultant lie to a dying patient—“it’s all

difficult to identify and articulate the key

going to be OK”—this felt deeply wrong to

concepts.

me, but I couldn't properly explain why.
Why would he choose to lie in this situation

In the 2000s, after a few years as a

(or was he misleading her)? Might lying

Consultant Geriatrician, I realised that I

have been the best thing to do under the

wasn’t properly equipped to deal with the

circumstances?

frequent dilemmas that faced me on the
with a different senior who wanted to

wards. I was making complex decisions,

Later, as a

transfuse a patient who was hours from

such as in end-of-life situations and when

medical

death. However, I didn’t have the concepts

discharging vulnerable people to risky

registrar, I

of futility or burdensome treatments in my

environments, but didn’t have the personal

worked in

grasp, and so wasn’t properly able to

resources to formulate, talk about and
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How I Got Into Medical Ethics
resolve these problems. This was also a

applied to the MA in Healthcare Ethics at

Since the MA I’ve felt better equipped to

disadvantage when it came to teaching

the University of Leeds (see link below). The

care for my patients and to teach medical

colleagues, including junior doctors and

course was intellectually challenging, but

ethics. As a result, I’m much more confident

medical students, about ethical decision-

was also stimulating and rewarding. I was

in identifying ethical problems, and

making. Not being familiar at the time with

being taught at last how to think, read and

formulating, discussing and resolving

the idea of capacity (there was no Mental

write about ethics! I learnt about the

them. I’ve continued to study, for a part-

Capacity Act), one way in which I tried to

grounding of medical ethics in ancient and

time PhD on assisted suicide, and also chair

conceptualise difficult discharge decisions

our local Clinical Ethics Committee.

was in terms of patient “insight”. In end-of-

Studying healthcare ethics has also given

life cases I knew that futility was an

me invaluable transferable skills, such as in

important concept, but couldn’t give a full

analysis and reasoning. Branching out

account of what it consists in. I had read

from clinical medicine into medical ethics

about “double effect” in end-of-life decision-

more modern philosophy. The course also

has added an important and rewarding

making, but wanted to learn more about

included modules on beginning of life, end

dimension to my career.

this and other relevant ideas.

of life, psychiatric ethics, distributing scarce
resources and contemporary issues in

Dr Andrew Stanners

In order to learn more, I attended and

healthcare ethics. A highlight was the many

Consultant Geriatrician & Clinical Ethics

enjoyed the Imperial College Applied

discussions with professionals from

Committee Chair at the Mid-Yorkshire

Clinical Ethics Course. I wanted to continue

different backgrounds in healthcare who

Hospitals NHS Trust, and part-time PhD

my ethical education, so a GP friend and I

were also at different stages in their careers.

student in Applied Ethics at the University
of Leeds.

Look under “courses” at http://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/info/125160/interdisciplinary_ethics_applied_centre
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Ethics in the news
‘Make me comfortable but
don't resuscitate me'
An alternative to Do Not Attempt
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
(DNACPR) orders has been launched
by the Resuscitation Council. The
new process and form is intended to
be more patient centred and focus
on a range of treatments to be
considered rather than just on a
decision to withhold a particular
intervention. This initiative has been
in response to ethical concerns
about DNACPR forms and recent
legal cases concerning this issue.
Do Not Attempt Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (DNACPR) forms have
been under scrutiny in recent years.
Often they are not used when they
should be and patients are subjected
to a resuscitation attempt that is
unlikely to be successful and may
result in survival with severe brain
damage. However in some instances
the presence of a DNACPR form can
be interpreted incorrectly as a
statement that the patient is not to
receive other treatments. In response
to these ethical concerns a working
group of patients, doctors, and other
medical professionals have drawn up
a new approach - with the acronym

ReSPECT (Recommended Summary
Plan for Emergency Care and
Treatment) and a new form. The new
approach is intended to focus on
what treatments should or should not
be considered for an individual
person in an emergency situation and
is the result of a conversation
between the patient (or their family)
and their doctor. It is currently being
implemented and evaluated in six
NHS trusts in England.
Read more at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/health-39228651 and http://
www.respectprocess.org.uk/

US court ruling: 30 year old
anorexic & bulimic woman
removed from life-support
A pertinent lesson in capacity for us
all from the US: Judge Paul Armstrong
determined that the testimony of a
woman with anorexia was 'forthright,
responsive, knowing, intelligent,
voluntary, steadfast and credible,'
before ruling that she could elect for
palliative care and not be force-fed to
maintain life. Her attorney
successfully argued that force feeding
would be harmful, not least because
due to her bone density she might
sustain broken bones being
restrained for it.
A 30-year-old anorexic & bulimic
woman, ‘Ashely G’ has died in a New
Jersey hospital three months after a
court denied a request to force-feed
her. She had suffered from anorexia
nervosa for well over a decade and
had been diagnosed with chronic
depression. She had been
hospitalised since 2014. In 2016 the
Department of Human Health
Services took her to court requesting
that she be force-fed, yet Morris
County Superior Court Judge Paul
Armstrong ruled instead she be
moved to palliative care.

Do Not Attempt Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (DNACPR) forms have
been under scrutiny in recent years. Often they are not used when they
should be and patients are subjected to a resuscitation attempt that is
unlikely to be successful and may result in survival with severe brain
damage.
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Ethics in the news
“Whether grounded in
common law or constitutional
law, our courts have uniformly
recognised a patient’s right to
refuse medical treatment as a
fundamental tenet of respect
for patient autonomy, dignity
and self-determination,”
Armstrong ruled last
November.
The woman told the judge that
she would resist nasogastric tube
force-feeding. Her attorney,
Edward D'Alessandro, was
successful in the landmark 1970s
case about 21-year-old Karen Ann
Quinlan, a women in a persistent
vegetative state, who was
removed from life-support so that
she could die.
“It [force feeding] would have
amounted to torture and we would
have been at the same result,”
D’Alessandro told the New York
Post. “The court chose the correct
and compassionate path.”
Read more: http://
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article4249820/Anorexic-bulimic-womanfought-force-feeding-dies-30.html

Euthanasia in advanced
dementia
Crucial rights advance from the
position of Quebec’s “End-of-Life
Care” Act 2015; or proof that the
slope in Canada is slippery indeed?!
In Quebec Michel Cadotte, a 55-yearold man, allegedly smothered his 60year-old Alzheimer’s-stricken wife
and posted about his actions on

Facebook. He was charged with
second-degree murder. On
Facebook Cadotte said that he
had "cracked" and "consented
to her demands to help her die."
The media reported the woman
had previously requested
medical aid in dying, but this had
been refused. Under Quebec’s
2015 law, euthanasia for
someone with dementia is
specifically excluded. “A person
who makes a request for medical
assistance in dying must be
capable of consent,” Jean-Pierre
Ménard, a Montreal medical
lawyer told the Montreal
Gazette. “This means the patient
must understand their state of
health and can express their will.
A patient with advanced
Alzheimer’s no longer has the
capacity to consent, no longer has the
cognitive capacity to understand.”
The Gazette reports that Quebec
parliamentarians now want to open a
public debate on legalising
euthanasia for persons unable to give
informed consent. This debate about
extending eligibility for euthanasia is
happening just a bit more than a year
after the law came into effect.

The Gazette reports that Quebec parliamentarians now want to open a
public debate on legalising euthanasia for persons unable to give
informed consent. This debate about extending eligibility for
euthanasia is happening just a bit more than a year after the law came
into effect.
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Ethics in the news
However, April Hayward of the
Quebec Alzheimer’s Society
countered that demented patients
need to be protected: "It's very
difficult with the complexity of
dementia to know for sure what a
person with dementia would want
today …they may have expressed a
wish ten years ago and do we know
for certain that's what they would
want today?"

concern about unknown long term
effects associated with the gastric
bypass surgery in very young patients
is raised.

Read more: http://
montrealgazette.com/news/localnews/no-murder-in-empathy-andcompassion-michel-cadottes-lawyerargues

Rare disease research –
Moving from study participant
to research partner

Bariatric Surgery for children
in the U.S: Weighing up the
risks
Bariatric surgery for children seems
to be upon us. Yet a solution that
works in adults, and possibly might
work in children, has poor
professional acceptance within
paediatric medicine itself.
Here the NYT uses several successful
cases to illustrate the efficacy of the
procedure in securing weight
reduction in resistant cases, however

Read more: https://
mobile.nytimes.com/2017/02/24/
health/obese-teenagers-bariatricsurgery.html

A quick mention of rare disease day
and this call for a progression from
the standard of ‘study participant’ to
‘partner in research.’ This is entirely
consistent with the calls from the UK
Nuffield Council on Bioethics Children
and clinical research work: http://
nuffieldbioethics.org/project/children
-research
Read more: https://
hcldr.wordpress.com/2017/02/25/
rare-disease-research-moving-fromstudy-participant-to-researchpartner/
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Dates for your Diary
Advanced Moral Decision Making Skills
Warwick Medical School, University of Warwick
20th and 21st November 2017
Advanced workshops for those who have already completed
our introduction to clinical ethics workshop or who have some
previous knowledge of medical ethics

Monday 20th November 2017
Moral reasoning and case analysis in clinical
ethics
This day will build on our introductory workshop focussing on the theoretical
underpinnings of good ethical reasoning and the critical appraisal of

26 - 28 April 2017
BGS Spring Meeting - Ethics and Law Day
25 – 27 May 2017
13th International Conference on Clinical Ethics Consultation
(ICCEC)
Grand Copthorne Waterfront 392 Havelock Rd, Singapore
169663

13 June 2017, 1pm - 5pm
UKCEN Pre-conference Workshop
CLINICAL ETHICS FRAMEWORKS
Liverpool Medical Institution
(Please refer to page 8 for a programme)

frameworks for ethics case consultation. The format will be interactive and
use case discussions for delegates to specifically develop the skills discussed
in the lectures.

Tuesday 21st November 2017
End of life ethical issues

14 June 2017
UKCEN 17th Annual Conference: FAMILY MATTERS MAKING DECISIONS WITH AND FOR PATIENTS
Liverpool Medical Institution
(Please refer to pages 4-7 for further details)

This day will build on the end of life session in our introductory workshop. The
programme combines in depth analysis of the underlying ethical concepts that
inform decisions and debates on end of life issues, discussion of legal and
professional guidance, resource allocation in the NHS and the opportunity for
delegates to apply their learning through in depth case analysis.

Teaching and group facilitation will be run by Dr Anne Slowther, Associate
Professor and Dr Mark Bratton, Honorary Fellow in Clinical Education,
Guest speaker: To be confirmed,

Registration fee:

2 days £180

1 day £100

15 & 16 June 2017
4th IME Summer Research Conference
Liverpool Medical Institution
11 - 15 September 2017
Medical Ethics course
Imperial College London
MA MEDICAL ETHICS AND LAW at KING’S COLLEGE LONDON
One year FT, two years PT, September to September

CPD to be applied for

For further details and registration for all these
events visit: http://www.ukcen.net/main/
courses_conferences
If you have any events that you would like
UKCEN to advertise please email: info@ukcen.net
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Regional Sectors / Clinical Ethics Committees

W

e have spent some time this year raising the profile of the Network in various arenas, helping new committees
setting up, speaking at various events and participating in a table top workshop for the Health Services Journal. As
part of this initiative we have allocated trustees to support each sector of the UK. Your nominated trustee will be available
to support local committees, organising educational events, offering advice on committee function and profile within your
organisation and anything else you need.
Please refer to the list below for your designated trustee and also on the website.

Scotland and Northern Ireland
Regional Sector Trustee:
Karen Le Ball
Belfast Health and Social Care Trust
Clinical Ethics Committee
Grampian NHS Board
Royal Hospital for Sick Children

North East
Regional Sector Trustees:
Stephen Louw and Raj
Mohindra
City Hospitals Sunderland NHS
FT Medical (Clinical) Ethics
Group
Newcastle Hospitals Clinical
Ethics Advisory Group
Northumbria Healthcare Clinical
Ethics Advisory Group

North West
Regional Sector Trustee:
John Bridson
Alder Hey Children’s NHS
Foundation Trust CEC
Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen
University Hospitals NHS Trust
Clinical Ethics Committee

Yorkshire and Humberside
Regional Sector Trustee:
Andrew Stanners
Mid Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust
Healthcare Ethics Group
Sheffield Children’s Hospital
NHS Trust
York Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust Clinical Ethics Group
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Wales
Regional Sector Trustee: Premila
Fade
Abertawe Bro Mogannwg University
Local Health Board
Betsi Cadwaladr University Local
Health Board
Cardiff and Vale University Health
Board
West Midlands
Regional Sector Trustee: Rex
Polson
Birmingham Children’s Hospital
Ethics Advisory Group
Coventry Clinical Ethics Forum,
University Hospitals Coventry
& Warwickshire NHS Trust
Heart of England NHS
Foundation Trust
University Hospitals Birmingham
NHS Foundation Trust

East Midlands
Regional Sector Trustee: Kiran Jani
Derby City Hospitals
Luton and Dunstable University
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust CEC
Nottingham University Hospitals Ethics
of Clinical Practice Committee
Sherwood Forest Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust
United Lincolnshire Hospitals Trust Clinical Ethics
Committee
University Hospital of North Staffordshire Clinical
Ethics Advisory Forum
University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust
Eastern
Regional Sector Trustees: Lesley
Bowker and Kiran Jani
Cambridge University Hospitals FT Clinical
Ethics Group
East & North Hertfordshire NHS Trust
James Paget University Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital
Norfolk Community Health & Care NHS Trust CEG
Princess Alexandra NHS Trust Harlow
Queen Elizabeth II Hospital Joint Clinical Ethics Committee
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London
Regional Sector Trustees: Franco
Moscuzza and Joe Brierley
Barts Health NHS Trust
Central and North West London NHS
Foundation Trust
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children
NHS Trust
Guy's and St Thomas' Foundation Trust Clinical
Ethics Advisory Group
Imperial College Healthcare Clinical Ethics Committee
King Edward VII’s Hospital
Kings College Hospital Clinics
Abu Dhabi - Ethics Committee
London Clinic
Royal Free Hospital
Royal Hospital for
Neurodisability
St Christopher’s Hospice
St Georges Hospital
West Herts Hospital NHS Trust Eastern Region CEC
Whittington NHS Trust Clinical Ethics Group
South East
Regional Sector Trustee: John
Spicer
Helen & Douglas House Oxford
Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust
Princess Alice Hospice
Royal Surrey County Hospital NHS FT
Clinical Ethics Forum

South
Regional Sector Trustee: Anne Marie Slowther
Guernsey Health & Social Services Department Ethics Committee
Poole Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust
Royal Bournemouth & Christchurch
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Southampton University Hospitals
Trust
Southern Health NHS Foundation
Trust CEG
South West
Regional Sector Trustee: Richard Huxtable
Bristol Acute Trust Clinical Advisory Group
Gloucestershire Hospitals
Plymouth Health Community
Clinical Ethics Group
Royal Devon & Exeter Hospital
Clinical Ethics Reference Group
Committee
Royal United Hospital NHS Trust
Taunton & Somerset Foundation
Hospital
Yeovil District Hospital Clinical
Ethics Committee
For Full contact details visit:
http://www.ukcen.net/index.php/committees/
member_list
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